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Abstract 

The identification of protein-ligand interaction plays a key role in biochemical research and drug 

discovery. Although deep learning has recently shown great promise in discovering new drugs, there 

remains a gap between deep learning-based and experimental approaches. Here we propose a novel 

framework, named AIMEE, integrating AI Model and Enzymology Experiments, to identify inhibitors 

against 3CL protease of SARS-CoV-2, which has taken a significant toll on people across the globe. 

From a bioactive chemical library, we have conducted two rounds of experiments and identified six 

novel inhibitors with a hit rate of 29.41%, and four of them showed an IC50 value less than 3 μM. 

Moreover, we explored the interpretability of the central model in AIMEE, mapping the deep learning 

extracted features to domain knowledge of chemical properties. Based on this knowledge, a 

commercially available compound was selected and proven to be an activity-based probe of 3CLpro. 

This work highlights the great potential of combining deep learning models and biochemical 

experiments for intelligent iteration and expanding the boundaries of drug discovery. 

  



Introduction 

Drug discovery is one of the most powerful weapons in the fight against diseases. Due to recent changes 

in human behavior such as globalization and an increasing stress placed on the natural environment, the 

arms race between humanity and disease has intensified. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has so far 

sickened more than one hundred million and killed over two million people across the globe as of 

January, 2021[1], and it's been just over a year since the SARS-CoV-2 was reported[2–4]. Therefore, 

it is imperative to be constantly updating our technology to address challenges posed by existing 

and possible new emerging diseases. For SARS-CoV-2, the viral main protease (Mpro or 3CLpro) is an 

attractive drug target for COVID-19 drug discovery, given its essential role in viral infection and there 

being no human homologue[5–9]. However, so far, no specific drugs against SARS-CoV-2 have been 

approved. Considering high-throughput screening is not available in most biological safety level 3 

laboratories (where SARS-CoV-2 cell-based assays can be performed), a feasible and cost-effective way 

is to combine in vitro experiments with in silico screening.  

Deep learning has recently been applied successfully in many fields including drug discovery[10–13]. 

The deep learning based method may combine the advantages of structure-based and ligand-based drug 

design methods and lead to superior performance[14–18]. More importantly, the rapidly increasing 

amount of data about SARS-CoV-2 enables deep learning to efficiently extract useful features and thus 

significantly improve the prediction accuracy. There have been several applications of deep learning 

models for screening inhibitors targeting important viral proteins such as 3CLpro and the spike protein 

since the outbreak of COVID-19[19–22], although most of these models did not verify their predictions 

in vitro. Presently, it is hard to judge whether traditional methods or AI-aided methods are better suited 

to practical applications of drug discovery. Besides the quantity and quality requirements of the data, 

deep learning-based methods rely highly on appropriate design of experiments and might suffer from 

the generalizability issue. Thus the gap between deep learning based methods and experimental 

approaches remains. Ideally, one of the most promising ways is to combine deep learning models and 

biochemical experiments to build a closed and iterative loop, enabling the model to constantly learn 

and boosting its accuracy for the target task[23].  



 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the proposed framework and the hit rates in the closed-loop. The framework 

consists of two parts: model training and enzymological experiments. After several rounds of iteration, 

the screening hit rate increased. 

In the present study, we propose a novel framework integrating an AI Model and Enzymological 

Experiments (AIMEE) to identify inhibitors against the SARS-CoV-2 3CL protease. Our framework 

involves three stages. First, we pre-trained our model with the necessary information including protein 

sequences, protein structures and protein-ligand interactions. The model has achieved the top 

performance on a benchmark dataset over all existing scoring functions. Second, we leveraged the 

model on a carefully curated imbalanced 3CLpro inhibitor dataset and then applied the resulting model 

to screen a chemical library including approved, clinical-stage drugs and bioactive compounds. Next, 

compounds with high predicted probability were selected for verifying their binding affinities with 

3CLpro in vitro. Third, we integrated the new experimental data and updated the model according to the 

experimental results. Finally, we iterated steps two and three. 

Through this approach we identified several 3CLpro inhibitors, including six inhibitors with the IC50 

value less than 20μM. Importantly, some inhibitors showed potential clinical value treating COVID-19. 

For example, bacitracin, which shows the inhibition of 3CLpro with an IC50 of 1.353 μM, was approved 

for intramuscular injection in the treatment of staphylococcal pneumonia and empyema in infants. 

Remarkably, the 100 μM inhibitor primary screening hit rate rose from 4.46% in the 1st round to 

58.82% in the 2nd round and the strong binding (IC50 value < 20 μM) hit rate rose from 0.13% to 

29.41% (Fig. 1), which suggests a significantly increased accuracy of the model during the process. 

Computationally, a highly imbalanced dataset with numerous inactive compounds against a limited 

number of active compounds could lead to a negative impact on the model performance. We 

demonstrated that our method reduces this negative effect by leveraging various techniques, which 

could be introduced into many drug discovery applications. Furthermore, we demonstrated the binding 

positions of the identified inhibitors, explored the logic behind the model and evaluated how the model 

discerns the key sites of the identified compounds. Based on this biological interpretation, we showed a 



commercially available compound to be activity-based probe (ABP)[24], which could be used for the 

activity-based protein profiling (ABPP) of the target protein to study its enzymological properties and 

functions during infection[25]. This work highlights a promising prospect of uniting deep learning 

models and biochemical experiments for intelligent iteration and expanding the boundaries of drug 

discovery. 

  



Results and Discussion  

Model pre-training and performance 

Among recently proposed deep learning-based methods, structure-based methods utilizing the strong 

feature extraction capability of deep learning to capture information from protein-ligand complexes, 

showed a huge improvement compared to docking methods. However, these methods are limited by the 

lack of data and cannot extract the same information from sequence-only data, which are far more 

abundant than structural data. On the other hand, sequence-based methods may be disadvantaged by 

incomplete sample information. Here we designed a graph enhanced transformer model to predict 

protein-ligand interactions, which combines the advantages of both structure-based and sequence-based 

methods.  

We explored multi-modal inputs of proteins to capture information from different dimensions. At first, 

the modified Transformer[26] was pre-trained using large scale unlabeled protein sequences, which 

extracted protein evolutionary relationships using self-supervised learning. Then, for a protein with 

solved structural data, we utilized the pretrained Transformer and a graph attention network (GAT) to 

process its sequence and structure, respectively, to get the protein embedding vector. The corresponding 

drug molecule was processed by GAT to get the drug embedding vector. Next, these two representation 

vectors were concatenated and fed into a linear regression layer to predict their binding (Fig. 2a).  

We evaluated the model on the diverse 290 complexes within PDBbind v.2016 core set and split the 

training and validation sets in the same manner as Pafnucy[16]. Pearson's correlation coefficient R and 

root mean square error (RMSE), which refer to the linear correlation and the differences between the 

predicted and real values, respectively, were used as evaluation metrics. Our model achieved 

RMSE=1.274 and R=0.818 on the PDBbind v.2016 core set. As shown in Fig. 2b, our model has 

achieved the top performance on this structural benchmark dataset over existing methods including 

docking and deep learning based methods.  



 

Fig. 2 Model training and performance evaluation. a The architecture of the proposed model. b Our 

model has achieved the top performance on the benchmark PDBbind v2016 set. Pearson's correlation 

coefficient (R), which is used to evaluate the linear correlation between the predicted and real values, is 

the most important measure for evaluating this benchmark dataset. c Dimensionality reduction by t-

SNE of the molecule representations of screening library (blue) and training set (orange). 

Deep learning based screening  

One of the greatest advantages for deep learning is its ability to constantly learn and improve its 

accuracy for a specific task. Here, to obtain novel 3CLpro inhibitors in an efficient and inexpensive way, 

we have built a closed-loop combining our deep learning model and wet lab experiments and have 

conducted two rounds of experiments.  

In the first-round of experiments, a curated dataset (dataset v1) containing 304 3CLpro inhibitors with 

their binding affinities was used to train our model. Among these, 160 compounds with IC50 less than 

20 μM were regarded as positive samples whereas another 144 compounds were regarded as negative 

samples. After training, our model selected 740 candidate compounds from a bioactive chemical library 

of 10,924 compounds consisting of approved, clinical-stage and bioactive compounds. Among these 

candidates, we verified 33 compounds which showed an inhibitory effect at 100 μM in primary 

screening and then we calculated their IC50 values. Using IC50 of 20 μM as a hit cut-off, we identified 

one positive compound (IC50 = 1.353 μM) and 739 negative compounds for 3CLpro. Then we 



incorporated these results and data carefully curated from other sources to build the 3CL inhibitor 

refined set (dataset v2). We have also expanded the negative set, which contains almost 300,000 

negative compounds for SARS-CoV/SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro, for negative sample sampling, as described 

in the material and methods section.  

In the second-round of experiments, the refined set consisting of 408 positive and 1,859 negative 

compounds was used to re-train our model. At first, we tried to re-train our model directly on the 

merged set of the refined set and the negative set (i.e., 408 positive and over 300,000 negative 

compounds) to fully extract features from lots of negative compounds. However, the performance 

metrics were very low, indicating a negative impact on the model training. This high data imbalance 

seems to be a very common problem in bioassay datasets. A recent study showed this extreme 

imbalance issue results in very poor performance, especially for machine learning algorithms (e.g., 

average precision, recall and mcc of 0.012, 0.53 and 0.056, respectively, for a set consisting of 1,181 

positive and 256,343 negative compounds), although several strategies have been tried to mitigate this 

imbalance[27].  

To ensure the reliability of the screening results, we explored a strategy to improve model performance. 

First, we randomly selected 80,000 samples from the negative set and merged them with the refined 

set. Then, the model was trained on the merged set using three-fold cross validation, which means each 

fold contains a similar number of positive and negative samples. To test model sensitivity for different 

negative samples, we repeated the experiment three times by randomly choosing 80,000 negative 

samples from the negative set. During training, a focal loss[28], which focuses more on the minority 

class and hard samples, was used instead of binary cross entropy loss. At last, our model achieved 

average precision, recall and mcc of 0.716, 0.515 and 0.605, respectively, on this highly imbalanced 

dataset (Supplementary Table 1). These evaluation metrics indicated that for each fold consisting of 

136 positive and 27,286 negative samples, our model had predicted 98 positive samples in which 70 

are true positive. This was a great improvement on such an imbalanced dataset and it is of important 

significance for drug discovery, especially for in silico screening, because biochemical experiments 

usually produce large numbers of negative but a small fraction of positive samples (e.g., 0.01% to 

0.14% typical hit rate for a high throughput screening). We also tested different numbers of negative 

sampling and the results indicated that the 80,000 samples were appropriate considering various 

parameters including accuracy, recall, mcc and computational cost. Furthermore, the sensitivity 

analysis by three rounds of random down-sampling and three-fold cross validation verified the stability 

of the model. Lastly, we used these models to screen the bioactive chemical library after excluding the 

refined set. For each down-sampling group, the compounds with predicted probability higher than 0.5 

in at least two folds were curated. A total of 17 compounds were selected as the final candidates.  

 



In vitro screening for 3CLpro inhibitors. 

 

Fig. 3 Purification of 3CLpro and enzyme inhibitory activity of the inhibitors. a Purification of 3CLpro. b 

The inhibitory effect of GC376 and boceprevir for SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro. c The inhibitory effect of 

identified inhibitors for SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro.  

After protein purification, we evaluated two well-known inhibitors of SARS-COV-2 3CLpro, namely 

GC-376 and boceprevir. The calculated IC50 values of GC376 and boceprevir for 3CLpro were 0.5508 

μM and 20.62 μM (Fig. 3b), which were similar to their previously reported IC50 values[7]. This result 

indicates that our enzymatic assay is reliable. 

With the established FRET-based assay, the first-round screening was done with the predicted 740 

compounds. Encouragingly, there were multiple compounds that showed inhibition against SARS-

COV-2 3CLpro at 100 μM concentration (Supplementary Fig. 1). Among these compounds, bacitracin, 

which showed an IC50 value of 1.353 μM, was regarded as showing inhibition, and was included in the 

positive data set, whereas another 739 compounds with IC50 values greater than 20 μM were regarded 

as negative and included in the negative dataset. As described above, we retrained our model and then 

predicted 17 candidates for the second-round screening. Among them, 10 compounds showed 

inhibition at 100 μM concentration (Supplementary Fig. 1) and we further tested their binding 

affinities. The dose-response curves of these compounds were determined under conditions containing 



40 μM substrate, 2 μM 3CLpro and different concentrations of tested compounds. There were five 

compounds exhibiting desirable inhibitory effects in this experiment.  

Combining the results of the first and second screening rounds, we have identified six strong inhibitors 

for SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro (Fig. 3c). Among these molecules, zinc pyrithione inhibited the target enzyme 

at the lowest concentration in our screening, with an IC50 value of 0.9687 μM. It is commonly tested 

for fungistatic and bacteriostatic use in preclinical research. Similarly, bacitracin has been an FDA-

approved drug for years due to its antibiotic activity. Bacitracin also showed strong inhibition of 3CLpro 

with an IC50 of 1.353 μM. More promisingly, Bacitracin can be used as a pediatric medication via 

intramuscular injection for the systemic treatment of infantile streptococcal pneumonia and empyema. 

Bacitracin can also be administered as a topical ophthalmic ointment to treat superficial ocular 

infections involving the conjunctiva and cornea. This shows that both compounds have the potential to 

work as anti-SARS-CoV-2 medications in clinical treatments. 

As a second type of compound, four peptidyl fluorine-methyl-ketones (pFMK), showed potent 3CLpro 

inhibitory efficiency (IC50 below 20 μM), although by varying the peptide sequences, there was a 

nearly 10-fold difference. This is not surprising, since peptide sequences normally provide the enzyme 

recognition sites for the molecules. pFMKs are well known covalent caspase inhibitors in biomedical 

research. While caspases play key roles in apoptosis, pyroptosis and various immune responses, they 

all share the same active site residue of cysteine with our target enzyme 3CLpro. This indicates FMK 

could be a powerful warhead to react with the active site cysteine of 3CLpro and block its proteolytic 

activity in a covalent and irreversible manner. 

Among the pFMKs, Z-VAD(OMe)-FMK is a well characterized pan-caspase inhibitor that irreversibly 

binds the catalytic site of various caspases. It prevents cell shrinkage and DNA fragmentation by 

inhibiting caspase-2, -3, -6, and -8 in flounder immune cells[29] and prevents an increase of p53, 

PARP-1, and caspase-3 levels in retinal ganglion cells[30]. Through an extension of the peptide chain 

of Z-VAD(OMe)-FMK with a tyrosine residue, the compound Z-YVAD(OMe)-FMK can block IL-1β 

secretion, which often initiates hyperinflammation in disease, by inhibiting caspase-1 activity[31]. 

More recently, Z-WEHD(OMe)-FMK was proven to be a potent, cell-permeable and irreversible 

caspase-1/5 inhibitor and identified as a robust inhibitor of cathepsin B activity, which is a member of a 

different cysteine protease family. The known off-target effect of Z-WEHD(OMe)-FMK on cathepsin B 

might also explain its lower inhibition efficiency for 3CLpro compared to the two former compounds.    

The last but the most potent pFMK molecule in our assay is Z-IETD(OMe)-FMK, with a IC50 of 1.663 

μM. It is a specific caspase-8 inhibitor that disrupts the extrinsic caspase pathway[32], and only 

partially inhibits the cleavage of caspase-3 and PARP. At non-toxic doses, Z-IETD(OMe)-FMK was 

found to be immunosuppressive. It was shown to block NF-κB in activated primary T cells but have 

little inhibitory effect on the secretion of IL-2 and IFN-γ during T cell activation[33]. In the case of 

SARS-CoV-2, hyperinflammation and the cytokine storm are severe problems after the early stage of 

the disease. The immunosuppressive function of Z-IETD(OMe)-FMK might help it treat the disease by 



preventing the damage caused by these more severe effects of the immune response, such as 

hyperinflammation and the cytokine storm. 

Model interpretation 

As previously mentioned, the mono-fluorinated derivatives are generally irreversible covalent 

inhibitors of many proteases, which form a covalent thioether adduct with various biological targets 

including cysteine protease[34–36]. According to this mechanism and some released peptidic covalent 

reversible/irreversible inhibitors in complex with 3CLpro (e.g., GC376, boceprevir and N3), we 

assumed that these pFMK inhibitors identified in this study first near to the active site of 3CLpro, then 

their C-terminal warhead (i.e., fluoromethyl ketone) could stable covalently bind to the residue Cys145 

of 3CLpro by a nucleophilic attack. To confirm this prediction, we performed a covalent docking 

following a two-point attractor and flexible side chain methods by AutoDock[37,38]. All of these 

pFMK inhibitors formed a covalent bond by displacing the fluoride group with the thiolate group of 

Cys145 (Supplementary Fig. 2). Although covalent inhibitors have become more popular in recent 

years and shown exciting promise in SARS-CoV-2 therapy[36,39], it is not easy to screen them in 

silico, especially by using docking methods. The process is complicated and time-consuming, and has 

various limitations. To further complicate matters, large compounds, such as bacitracin, cannot be 

docked correctly and thus cannot be picked by docking method.  

On the contrary, our deep learning model can select most compounds simultaneously regardless of their 

length and whether they form covalent or non-covalent interactions with the target. However, the 

results from black-box machine learning model, where humans are not able to understand the process, 

may confuse people and increase the risk of following false leads, especially in biology and chemistry. 

Moreover, it is hard to optimize the model and the results without a clear interpretation of the model. 

Therefore, it is important to map the features extracted by the deep learning model to domain 

knowledge in order to update our understanding. To explain our model, we explored why our model 

selects the inhibitors that it does and understand how our model discerns the important sites for 

binding. 

At first, we assumed that our model predicts positive samples due to similar chemical structures in the 

training set. To test this assumption,  we compared the chemical similarity between identified 

inhibitors and positive compounds in the training set using the Tanimoto similarity score[40]. The 

Tanimoto nearest neighbor in the training set of Zinc Pyrithione was 1-oxidopyridine-2-thione, a 

monomer of Zinc Pyrithione. The Tanimoto nearest neighbors of four pFMK inhibitors were Z-FA-

FMK and Z-DEVD(OMe)-FMK, which had been reported recently to inhibit 3CLpro with IC50 values of 

11.39 μM and 6.81 μM, respectively[9]. In that study, Z-FA-FMK inhibited SARS-CoV-2 in vitro at the 

nanomolar level (EC50 = 0.13 μM) without apparent cytotoxicity while Z-DEVD(OMe)-FMK did not 

show potent antiviral activity (EC50 > 20 μM). To investigate the influence of nearest neighbors on the 

predicted results, we removed Z-DEVD(OMe)-FMK and Z-FA-FMK from the training set and re-

trained the model. The results show that Z-VAD(OMe)-FMK and Z-IETD(OMe)-FMK were then 



predicted as negative whereas Z-WEHD(OMe)-FMK and Z-YVAD(OMe)-FMK were still predicted as 

positive. Presumably, the model does not only rely on the structural similarity, but also relies on hidden 

features of compounds. To test this hypothesis, we compared the final embedding of compounds from 

the screening library after dimensionality reduction by t-SNE. As shown in Fig. 4a, Z-FA-FMK, Z-

DEVD(OMe)-FMK, and the four identified FMK inhibitors were very close in space after model 

processing (right, indicated by black arrow) whereas they distributed relatively far before processing 

(left). These results suggest that the model selects compounds based on their spatial distance to positive 

compounds in high dimensional space.  

 

Fig. 4 Visualization and model interpretation. a Dimensionality reduction by t-SNE of the molecule 

representation before model processing (left) and after model processing (right). b The attention 

weights learned by the model indicate important atoms. c The difference between Z-VAD(OMe)-FMK 

(left, predicted positive) and Z-VAD(OH)-FMK (right, predicted negative) is the methylated 

modification of aspartic acid side chain (indicated by purple dotted lines) and our model thinks this 

modification is critical for binding. 



As mentioned previously, the interactions of other functional groups of these derivatives facilitate the 

covalent bond between the fluoromethyl ketone warhead and Cys145. It raises the question of whether 

all pFMK derivatives can bind to 3CLpro or only those with particular features have this binding 

capability. For our model, the embedding vector of each molecule has its own chemical implications, 

which has converged information from its atom and bond embeddings through the attention 

mechanism. To understand this question, we explored why the model considers a compound to be 

important at the atomic level. We visualized the important atoms ranked by attention weight. As 

indicated by the color bar (Fig. 4b), the redder in color the atom, the more important it is based on 

attention weight. We can clearly see some common features across these inhibitors. The carbon near the 

N-terminal benzene ring (Z) and the carbonyl near the fluoromethyl ketone (FMK) have high attention 

weights. More importantly, the methylated modification of the last amino acid (D) is considered 

essential. Interestingly, Z-VAD(OH)-FMK which does not have that methylated modification is 

predicted as negative. As shown in Fig. 4c, the difference between Z-VAD(OMe)-FMK (predicted 

positive) and Z-VAD(OH)-FMK (predicted negative) is the methylated modification of the aspartic 

acid side chain and our model thinks this modification is critical for binding. To prove this hypothesis, 

we have tested the binding between Z-VAD(OH)-FMK and 3CLpro in vitro and calculated the IC50 

value to be 116.3 μM (Supplementary Fig. 3a). This result suggests that a methylated modification 

strongly improves the binding ability of these derivatives to 3CLpro. 

Comparing to IC50 value of 2.554 μM for Z-VAD(OMe)-FMK (Fig.3c), we considered that 

a methylated modification strongly improves the binding ability of these derivatives to 3CLpro. One 

possible explanation is that, the methylated modification could significantly reduce molecular 

polarity and disrupt the molecular interaction force between carboxylic group and cysteine 

sulfhydryl group of, 3CLpro, thus leading to a biologically inactive structure. This is very impressive 

because our model has successfully captured this important domain knowledge even without any 

relevant negative samples in the training set. We have also performed docking of Z-VAD(OH)-FMK to 

3CLpro and the simulated binding energy is lower than Z-VAD(OMe)-FMK, indicating a stronger 

binding affinity of Z-VAD(OH)-FMK, as predicted by docking method (Supplementary Fig. 3b). This 

result suggests that molecular docking cannot capture this critical feature accurately.  

Moreover, we have collected and tested all pFMK derivatives from PubChem using our model. For all 

these 57 derivatives, except six known inhibitors identified in this and previous studies, there are 

another 10 derivatives that are predicted as positive for 3CLpro (Supplementary Fig. 4). All compounds 

without the methylated modification of the last amino acid side chain are predicted as negative. These 

observations indicate that the attention weight of our model has indeed captured domain knowledge at 

the atomic level. This model interpretation can be used in many applications for mapping to known 

knowledge and even discovering new knowledge, which may guide drug optimization. 



Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK is an activity-based probe of 3CLpro 

Activity-based probes (ABP) could be used as a chemical antibody to report on the expression of a 

target protein and have been shown to be remarkable tools due to their ability to label and enrich 

variable enzymatic activities[41]. An ABP typically consists of three elements: a reactive group 

(sometimes called a "warhead"), a reporter group (biotin group or fluorophore) and a linker group 

which could be a peptide sequence used for connecting the two other parts, while functioning as the 

recognition site for the target enzyme (Supplementary Fig. 5). As mentioned, the covalent bond 

between the fluoromethyl ketone and Cys145, and the methylated modification of the P1 amino acid 

(D) were considered important modifications for binding of 3CLpro. More interestingly, Biotin-

VAD(OMe)-FMK, which was predicted as positive for binding 3CLpro, is commercially available. 

Therefore, we tested whether Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK would be a potential ABP for 3CLpro. As shown 

in Supplementary Fig. 6, Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK inhibits3CLpro with an IC50 of 6.675 μM, suggesting 

it is a potent inhibitor of 3CLpro. Then we did comparative ABPP experiments using different 

concentrations of Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK to label 3CLpro. It was found that the labeling of 3CLpro by 

Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK is remarkably concentration dependent (Fig. 5a). Subsequently, we used the 

same concentration of Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK to incubate with 3CLpro for different times. The results 

showed that the labeling was also time dependent and a clear band could be visualized even within 5s 

labeling (Fig. 5b). These experiments verified Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK as an activity-based probe 

(ABP) for 3CLpro3CL protease.  

Next, we ran competitive ABPP experiments, with Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK and four covalent 3CL 

protease inhibitors we identified, including Z-IETD(OMe)-FMK, Z-YVAD(OMe)-FMK, Z-

VAD(OMe)-FMK and Z-WEHD(OMe)-FMK. First, 3CLpro was pre-incubated with different 

concentrations of inhibitors, then Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK was used to label the residual protease[42]. 

As the concentration of inhibitors increased, the bands gradually became weaker. The results of 

competitive ABPP are consistent with the fluorescent substrate assay to detect 3CLpro activity. These 

results suggest that Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK could be a powerful activity-based probe for 3CLpro and 

has a potential application for the labeling of 3CLpro in cell lysate or in vitro, even in vivo. There are 

two main advantages of this ABP. First, Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK is commercially available. Second, 

the labeling speed of this probe is very fast. Combined with previous results where Z-VAD(OH)-FMK 

showed weak inhibition for 3CLpro, these competitive ABPP results prove that the methylated 

modification of P1 amino acid (D) is truly important for the binding of 3CLpro. This finding suggests 

that model interpretability is absolutely necessary, especially in the application of biology and 

chemistry, which could help discover new research paths and help us to gain new insights. 



 

Fig. 5 Comparative and competitive activity-based protein profiling of 3CLpro by Biotin-VAD(OMe)-

FMK with Western blot assay. a 100 ng 3CLpro was exposed to increasing concentrations of Biotin-

VAD(OMe)-FMK for 3 minutes. b 100 ng 3CLprowas exposed to 50 μM of Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK 

for different times. c 100 ng 3CLpro was pre-incubated with increasing concentrations of four inhibitors 

for 15 minutes followed by incubation of 50 μM Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK for 3 minutes.  

  



Conclusion 

In this work, we propose a framework, namely AIMEE, combining a deep learning model and an 

enzymatic assay to identify inhibitors against SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro. Through this closed-loop and 

experimental design, our method has achieved excellent performance on a 3CLpro specific highly 

imbalanced dataset, and has identified and verified six novel potent SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro inhibitors. 

Among them, there are four outstanding compounds with an IC50 value less than 3 μM. More 

importantly, some of these inhibitors have potential clinical value as COVID-19 therapies. It should be 

noted that the hit rate of primary screening (100 μM inhibitor) and strong binding (IC50 less than 20 

μM) in the 2nd round is 58.82% and 29.41%, respectively. This is meaningful not only because of low 

cost but also because high-throughput screening is not readily available due to BSL3 level of the virus. 

It proves that building a closed-loop deep learning model combined with wet lab experiments is one of 

the most effective and promising ways to identify novel inhibitors for a specific target. In addition, it is 

also possible to easily transfer this 3CLpro model to a homologue target or a protein target which 

resembles 3CLpro in high dimensional space.   

Furthermore, we explored the logic behind the model and evaluated how the model discerns the key 

sites of the identified compounds. Based on the model interpretation, we have proven that the 

methylated modification of the FMK nearest amino acid side chain is particularly critical for the 

binding between the pFMK derivatives and 3CLpro. As demonstrated in a previous study, this 

modification facilitates the binding by avoiding compound cyclization. The mapping of the features 

captured by a deep learning model to domain knowledge is particularly enlightening, especially for a 

field relying heavily on wet lab experiments. Since knowledge in such fields has been accumulated 

over a long period of time and the low-hanging fruit has become so rare, it is now more difficult to get 

new scientific breakthroughs. Artificial intelligence, particularly deep learning models, may elucidate 

new paths of research and help us to gain new insights. In this study, we selected a commercially 

available compound, Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK, and proved it could act as an activity-based probe for 

SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro. This opens an avenue for new applications for existing drugs. Taken together, 

this work highlights the utility of a novel approach incorporating deep learning models and wet lab 

experiments to expand the boundaries of biological and chemical studies and drug discovery.  



Materials and methods 

Data 

The PDBbind dataset, which provides protein-drug complex structures with experimentally measured 

binding affinities, is commonly used as a benchmark for validating scoring functions [43]. Here 

PDBbind v2016 core set with diverse 290 complexes covering all protein classes in the PDBbind 

refined set was used as a test set, for comparisons with other methods. Additionally, CASF-2013 with 

195 samples and Astex Diverse Set with 73 samples are also used as independent test sets.  

We have collected SARS-CoV/SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro inhibitors (including positive and negative) from 

various papers [6–9,44] and public datasets such as PubChem, GHDDI and Diamond, as well as 

validated results in our wet lab experiment. This refined dataset contains carefully selected 3CLpro 

inhibitors with binding affinity and negative compounds verified in our experiment. We choose an IC50 

of 20 μM as the threshold to determine positive and negative samples. The refined set then consisted of 

408 positive and 1,828 negative samples. The negative set, which contained almost 300 thousand 

negative compounds for SARS-CoV/SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro, was used as a negative sample sampling 

source for training. After removing overlaps with training set, a collection of 10,924 compounds 

consisting of approved and clinical-stage drugs, and bioactive compounds was used for in silico 

screening. 

All chemicals were of analytical grade and used without further purification. All stock solutions of 

compounds were prepared in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and the compounds were purchased from 

MedChemExpress.  

Model 

To fully utilize available information from biological evolutionary relationships and structural 

information, we explored multi-modal inputs of proteins from different dimensions. Basically, our 

model consisted of four parts: (i) Protein sequence which were pretrained by large-scale of sequences 

using masked language model[45], (ii) protein and structure (contact map) data processed by 

Transformer[26] and Graph Attention Network (GAT)[46], respectively, and then concatenated to get 

protein embedding vector, (iii) drug smiles that was processed by GAT (Attentive FP model[47]) to get 

drug embedding vector, (iv) protein and drug embedding vectors were concatenated and fed into fully 

connected layers to predict interaction.  

Transformer 

The most critical part within transformer is multi-head attention[26]. Multi-head attention stacks several 

modules, namely “scaled dot-product attention”, and allows the model to perform parallel computing.  

The input of each scaled dot-product attention layer consists of queries (q), keys (k) and values (v). 

Practically, the q, k, v are packed into matrices Q, K and V. Then, the matrix of outputs is calculated as:   



𝐴ttention(𝑄, 𝐾, 𝑉) = softmax(
𝑄𝐾𝑇

√𝑑𝑖
)𝑉  (1) 

Where 𝑑𝑖 is the dimension of q and k. Multi-head attention stacks h attention layers and the output 

matrix is: 

 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑄, 𝐾, 𝑉) = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡(ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑1 , … , ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑ℎ)𝑊
𝑂 (2) 

 where ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖 = 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑄𝑊𝑖
𝑄 , 𝐾𝑊𝑖

𝐾 , 𝑉𝑊𝑖
𝑉) (3) 

Where the projections are parameter matrices 𝑊𝑖
𝑄 ∈ 𝑅𝑑1×𝑑2 ,𝑊𝑖

𝐾 ∈ 𝑅𝑑1×𝑑2 ,𝑊𝑖
𝑉 ∈ 𝑅𝑑1×𝑑2 , and 𝑊𝑂 ∈

𝑅𝑑1×𝑑1 , in which 𝑑1 = ℎ𝑑2, and h is the number of heads. We tried different amounts of protein sequence 

for Transformer pretraining, and finally selected TAPE[48], which was pretrained on 31 million protein 

domains from Pfam dataset[49]. During training the first 8 layers of this module were frozen. 

Graph Attention Network 

The key point of Graph Attention Network (GAT) is leveraging a self-attention strategy, which was 

briefly described above, to compute a hidden context of each node by converging its neighbors in the 

graph[46]. More specifically, for a single graph attentional layer, the representation vector of node i is 

calculated as: 

 𝑒𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎(Wℎ⃑ 𝑖 ,Wℎ⃑ 𝑗) (4) 

 𝛼𝑖𝑗 = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑒𝑖𝑗) =
exp(𝑒𝑖𝑗)

∑ exp(𝑒𝑖𝑘)𝑘∈𝑁𝑖

 (5) 

 ℎ⃑ 𝑖
′ = 𝜎(∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑗Wℎ⃑ 𝑗𝑗∈𝑁𝑖

) (6) 

Where ℎ⃑ 𝑖, ℎ⃑ 𝑗 are the feature vectors of target node i and neighbor node j. 𝑁𝑖 represents all neighbors 

of node i. W is the trainable weights while 𝜎 is activate function. Here we use Exponential Linear 

Unit (ELU) activate function[50]. By aggregating information of every neighbors in the graph through 

attention, we obtained the representation vector of node i ℎ⃑ 𝑖
′.  

Then, for l iterations, the GAT was processed in a similar manner to a Graph Neural Network, which 

involved message passing and readout phases: 

 ℎ⃑ 𝑖
′(𝑙−1)

= ∑ 𝑀𝑙−1(ℎ⃑ 𝑖
(𝑙−1)

, ℎ⃑ 𝑗
(𝑙−1)

)𝑗∈𝑁𝑖
 (7) 

 ℎ⃑ 𝑖
𝑙 = 𝐺𝑅𝑈𝑙−1(ℎ⃑ 𝑖

′(𝑙−1)
, ℎ⃑ 𝑖

(𝑙−1)
) (8) 

Where 𝑀𝑙−1 and GRU represent graph attention mechanism and activate function gated recurrent 

unit[51], respectively. ℎ⃑ 𝑖
𝑙 is the representation vector of node i after l iterations, which aggregates the 

information from node i and its neighbors of iteration l-1. 



Focal loss 

We used focal loss to address the negative impact on the model caused by an imbalanced dataset. The 

focal loss was originally designed to address the one-stage object detection scenario in which 

foreground is much less than background[28]. Typically, the cross-entropy (CE) loss for a binary 

classification model (where label is 0 or 1) is defined as:  

 CE = −(𝑦 log(𝑓(𝑥; 𝑤)) + (1 − 𝑦) log(1 − 𝑓(𝑥; 𝑤))) (9) 

Where f() and 𝑤correspond to the classifier and trainable weights. 𝑥 and 𝑦 correspond to the input 

and label, respectively. For simplification, the predicted probability 𝑝tby the classifier is defined as: 

 𝑝t = 𝑦𝑓(𝑥; 𝑤) + (1 − 𝑦)(1 − 𝑓(𝑥; 𝑤)) (10) 

Thus, CE could be simplified as: 

 CE = − log(𝑝t) (11) 

For imbalanced dataset, to balance the importance of positive/negative samples and to reduce the 

impact to gradient by the majority of easily classified negative samples, a weighting factor 𝛼 ∈

[0, 1](𝛼t is defined similar to 𝑝t) and a modulating factor (1 − 𝑝t)
𝛾 (tunable focusing parameter 𝛾 ≥

0) were added in CE, thus the focal loss (FL) is defined as: 

 FL = −𝛼t(1 − 𝑝t)
𝛾 log(𝑝t) (12) 

Evaluation metrics 

Pearson's correlation coefficient R and root mean square error (RMSE), which refer to the linear 

correlation and the differences between the predicted and real values, respectively, were used as 

evaluation metrics:  

 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦 

𝑖
)2𝑁

𝑖=1  (13)  

 𝑅 =
∑ (𝑦𝑖−�̅�)𝑁

𝑖=1 (𝑦 𝑖−𝑦 ̅)

√∑ (𝑦𝑖−�̅�)2𝑁
𝑖=1 √

1

𝑁
∑ (𝑦 𝑖−𝑦 ̅)2𝑁

𝑖=1

 (14)  

where N is the size of a dataset, yi is the real value whereas ŷi is the predicted value. 𝑦 ̅ is the average of 

real values whereas �̅� is the average of the predicted value.   

We used three metrics including precision, recall and Matthews correlation coefficient (Mcc) to evaluate 

the model performance on the imbalanced dataset: 

 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
 (15)  

 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
 (16)  



 𝑀𝑐𝑐 =
𝑇𝑃×𝑇𝑁−𝐹𝑃×𝐹𝑁

√(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃)(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁)(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃)(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁)
 (17)  

where TP is the number of true positives, TN is the number of true negatives, FP is the number of 

false positives, FN is the number of false negatives, P indicates positive, and N indicates negative. 

Purification of 3CLpro  

A previous study demonstrated that the first serine residue on the N-terminus of SARS-COV 3CLpro is 

important for its activity and substrate binding and additional residues at the N- and C-terminus of 

3CLpro would significantly decrease the enzyme activity[52]. Thus it is important to produce a native 

3CLpro for in vitro inhibitor screening with no additional residues on either end. Here we chose a novel 

strategy to obtain a native 3CLpro of SARS-CoV-2. The full gene of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro was cloned 

and inserted into a pET28b-SUMO vector, generating a His6-SUMO-tagged fusion protein. 

Recombinant 3CLpro was expressed in Escherichia coli (DE3) and subsequently purified. After 

digesting with SUMO protease (ULP1), we obtained the native SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro without any 

redundant residues at either N- or C-terminus (Fig. 3a). In addition, the yield of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro 

has been significantly improved (115 mg/L). 

Construction of recombinant plasmid 

The full-length gene encoding SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro (ORF1ab polyprotein residues 3264-3569, 

GenBank accession number MN908947.3) was optimized and synthesized for Escherichia coli (E. coli) 

expression (Genscript). All primers and fluorescence substrates were synthesized by Genscript. 

The synthesized gene was amplified using PCR with the forward primer 5′-

CACAGAGAACAGATTGGT GGAAGCGGTTTCCGTAAGATGGCG-3′ and the reverse primer 5′-

CTCAGCTTCCTT TCGGGCTTTGTTATTGAAAGGTCACACCGCTGC-3′. This PCR product was 

employed as the target gene. Then we amplified the vector pET-28b-SUMO with the forward primer 5′-

CGCCATCTTACGGAAACCGCTTCCACCAATCTGTTCTCTGTGAG-3′ and the reverse primer 5′-

GTGCAGCGGTGTGACCTTTCAATAACAAAGCCCGAAAGGAAGCTG -3′. Through homologous 

recombination, we connected the target gene with the vector skeleton (ClonExpress Ⅱ One Step 

Cloning Kit). At the N-terminus, the construct designed for SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro contains a six-

histidine tag (His6-tag) and a SUMO gene (Small Ubiquitin-like Modifier protein).  The C-terminus 

does not contain any additional amino acids. The native N-terminus was generated after the treatment 

with SUMO protease, also known as ulp1, which is highly specific for the SUMO protein fusion, 

recognizing the tertiary structure of SUMO rather than an amino acid sequence.  After the digest with 

Ulp1, we gained a natural SARS-COV-2 3CLpro. The gene sequence of the 3CLpro was verified by 

sequencing at Sangon Biotech (Shanghai). 

 



Protein expression and purification 

The sequence-verified SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro construct was transformed into E. coli strain BL21-DE3 

(Transgene). Transformed clones were pre-cultured at 37°C in 100 mL Luria broth medium with 

kanamycin (100 μg/mL) overnight, and the incubated culture was inoculated into 1 L Luria broth 

medium supplied with kanamycin (100 μg/mL) at 37°C. When the cells were grown to OD600 of 0.6-

0.8, 0.2 mM isopropyl-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) was added to the culture to induce the expression of 

the 3CLpro gene at 16°C. After 20 h, cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4500 x g, 4°C for 10 min. 

The cell pellets were washed with phosphate-buffered saline twice and then were resuspended in 40 mL 

lysis buffer (20 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, pH 8.0; pH of all buffers was adjusted at room temperature) 

and then lysed by high-pressure homogenization. The lysate was clarified by ultracentrifugation at 

30000 x g at 4°C for 30 min. The supernatant was loaded onto a 5-ml HisTrap HP column (GE 

Healthcare) equilibrated with lysis buffer containing 20mM imidazole. The HisTrap FF column was 

washed with 150 mL lysis buffer containing 20mM imidazole to remove nonspecific binding proteins, 

and eluted with elution buffer (20 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 500 mM imidazole, pH 7.8) with a linear 

gradient of imidazole ranging from 0 mM to 500 mM, 20 column volumes using an AKTA Pure fast 

protein liquid chromatography (FPLC). The fractions containing target protein were pooled, then using 

Amicon Ultra 15 centrifugal filters (10 kD, Merck Millipore) at 4500 x g, 4°C to concentrate the 

protein. The protein was then mixed with SUMO protease at a molar ratio of 1:100 and dialyzed into 

reaction buffer (20mM Tris, 100mM NaCl, 1mM DTT, 1mM EDTA; pH 7.8) at 30°C, 1100rpm, for 1 

hour. The digested products were loaded onto a Superdex 16/600 size exclusion column equilibrated 

with elution buffer (330mM Na2HPO4, 167mM NaH2PO4, 150mM NaCl;pH 7.3) and then the eluted 

fractions were pooled and concentrated.  

  

SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro kinetic assay 

The standard curve was generated as described below: 2 μM SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro was incubated with 

varying concentrations of FRET substrate (0.5-40 μM) and the reaction progress was monitored until 

the fluorescence signals reached plateau, at which point we deemed all the FRET substrate was 

digested by 3CLpro.  

For the measurements of Km/Vmax, screening of the protease inhibitor library, as well as IC50 

measurements, proteolytic reaction with 2 μM SARS-CoV-2 in 50 μL of reaction buffer was carried out 

at 30 °C in a fluorescence microplate reader with filters for excitation at 360 nm and emission at 460 

nm. Reactions were monitored every 40 s. For Km/Vmax measurements, a FRET substrate 

concentration ranging from 0 to 200 μM was applied. The initial velocity of the proteolytic activity was 

calculated by linear regression for the first 8 min of the kinetic progress curves. The initial velocity was 

plotted against the FRET concentration with the classic Michaelis–Menten equation. 



FRET protease assays 

The fluorescent substrate harbours the cleave site of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro and uses Edans and Dabcyl 

respectively as a donor and quencher pair (Dabcyl-KTSAVLQ↓SGFRKM-E(Edans)-NH2; GenScript). 

The peptide substrate contains a 14 amino sequence with Dabcyl and Edans attached to its N- and C-

terminals, respectively. The fluorescent substrate in a buffer composed of 20mM Tris, 100mM NaCl, 

1mM DTT; pH 7.3 was used for the fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) protease assay. 

Fluorescence readings were obtained using an excitation wavelength of 360 nm and an emission 

wavelength of 460 nm in a fluorescence microplate reader (BioTek Synergy4) 30 min after the addition 

of substrate. Initially, we mixed the SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro at the final concentration of 2.0 μM with each 

compound or DMSO as a negative control in assay buffer and incubated the reaction mixture at 30 ℃ 

for 5 min. Next, we added the substrate dissolved in the reaction buffer for a final reaction volume of 

50 μL. The final substrate concentrations varied from 5 to 640 μM (5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640 

μM). A calibration curve was generated by measuring different concentrations (from 0.15 to 20 μM) of 

free Edans in a final volume of 50 μL reaction buffer. Initial velocities were determined from the linear 

section of the curve, and the relative fluorescence units (RFUs) were determined by subtracting 

background values (substrate-containing well without protease) from the raw fluorescence values. For 

the determination of the IC50, we incubated 2 μM of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro with compounds at different 

final concentrations in reaction buffer at 30 ℃ for 5 min. Afterwards, we added the FRET substrate to 

the reaction mixture, for a final concentration of 40 μM and a final total volume of 50 μL to initiate the 

reaction. Measurements of inhibitory activities of the compounds were performed in triplicate and are 

presented as the mean ± SD. 

Activity-based protein profiling (ABPP) assay 

Comparative ABPP Assay 

For the comparative activity-based protein profiling assay, we prepared 20 μg of total protein for each 

sample, and made the total volume up to 9 μL by the addition of assay buffer. Next, 1 μL of 10× 

working stock of Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK was added, generating final ABP concentrations of 10 μM, 

25 μM, and 50 μM. We then incubated the mixture at 37 °C for different lengths of time (30 s, 1 min 

and 3 min). 2.5 μL 5× loading buffer was added, and the sample was boiled for 5 min at 100 °C. In this 

assay, we used deactivated lysate by boiling it with 1% (wt/vol) SDS as negative control. The proteins 

were then separated based on size using a 12% (wt/vol) SDS-PAGE.  

Concentration-dependent experiments  

We prepared 100 ng of purified 3CL protease for each sample. The protein solution was premixed with 

assay buffer, then aliquoted the premixed solution into different tubes. Next, we added 1 μL of 10× 

working stock of Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK, generating final ABP concentrations of 0, 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 



and 100 μM. The mixture was incubated at 37 °C for 15 min. Afterwards, the tubes were placed on ice 

to stop the reaction. Next, we placed the tubes on ice, added 2.5 μL 5×loading buffer to each sample, 

and boiled the samples for 5 min at 100 ℃. The samples were then separated based on size using a 

12% (wt/vol) SDS-PAGE. 

Time-dependent experiments 

We prepared 100 ng of purified 3CL protease for each sample. The protein solution was premixed with 

assay buffer, then aliquoted into different tubes. Next, we added 1 μL of 10× working stock of Biotin-

VAD(OMe)-FMK, generating final ABP concentrations of 50 μM. The reaction mixture was incubated 

at 37 °C for 0 s, 5 s, 15 s, 30 s, 60 s, 180 s and 300 s. Afterwards, we placed the tubes on ice to stop the 

reaction, added 2.5 μL 5×loading buffer to each sample, and boiled the samples for 5 min at 100 ℃. 

The samples were then run separated based on size using a 12% (wt/vol) SDS-PAGE. 

Competitive ABPP Assay 

We prepared 100 ng of purified 3CL protease for each sample by premixing the concentrated protein 

solution with assay buffer and then aliquoting it into different tubes. Next, we added different 3CLpro 

inhibitors Z-IETD(OMe)-FMK, Z-VAD (OMe)-FMK, Z-YVAD(OMe)-FMK and Z-WEHD(OMe)-

FMK in the following concentrations: 0, 1,10, and 50 μM. We then incubated the mixture at 37 °C for 

15min. Afterwards, we placed the tubes on ice to stop the reaction. Lastly, in order to label the residual 

active site after inhibition with the 3CLpro inhibitors, we added 1μL 500 μM Biotin-VAD(OMe)-FMK, 

the activity-based probe, to a final ABP concentration of 50 μM. The samples were then incubated at 

37 °C for 3 min. 
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